BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
BRAND NEW LIGHT WEIGHT BICYCLES $26.50 and up
SALES—RENTALS—REPAIRS
Bicycles Bought are Guaranteed & Given Free Service
ACE BICYCLE SHOP, INC.
111 Mass. Ave., Cambridge

these K&E Slide Rules are your best buy

Fastest to Learn, Fastest to Use! That's the famous K&E Dectrig® scale system—preferred by engineers and favored by both these K&E Slide Rules. This system gives you all the scales you'll need...arranged without troublesome complications. It never contradicts itself...every scale relates—consistently—to the basic C and D scales. Numbers are color-coded for easy reading in both directions: black reads left to right; red reads right to left.

Efficient...Versatile—With the K&E Dectrig scale system you can find square-root values quickly, without stopping to reset. There's no confusion—direct functions always appear on like colors, co-functions on opposite colors. Get the benefits of these clear, simple, efficient scales on either of the two K&E Dectrig Slide Rules—the K&E Jet-Log® Duplex Dectrig® or the K&E Log Log Duplex Dectrig®. Both come with a lifetime guarantee.

The Jet-Log is made of handsome, durable Ivoirit®, and comes complete with a smart top-grain cowhide case and a detachable belt-loop case. And you'll get a manual for easy self-instruction or between-classes reference...a handsome library-bound book you can keep for years.

The Log Log Duplex Dectrig...an instrument of unquestionable quality. It's made of choicest mahogany—ruthlessly selected, seasoned for years. Its graduations are engraved—all-over—deeply, accurately engraved. The most respected slide rule made, and yours complete with chamois-lined leather case, belt-loop carrier, and library-bound instructional manual.

Get the Facts—about K&E Slide Rules, plus drawing instruments and other supplies you'll need—in these two handy K&E booklets—"Slide Rule? May I help..." and the 1959-60 K&E College 5th edition. Ask for them at your college store. Pick them up today!

British Defeat
U. S. Team on Charles River

Last weekend the British University Sailing Team trounced representatives of the United States Inter-collegiate Yacht Racing Association five races to none in team racing on the Charles. Sailing to win first straight in a best-five-out-of-nine series, the Brits knocked off three close races in light, shifty winds on Saturday and Sunday and summarily trounced the Americans to the heavier, less shifty air on Sunday. The Limpet sailors seemed at their best in a barrier leeway, whereas the Americans were better, but not good enough, in the lighter air, always so unpredictable on the Charles.

The British team was captained by Brian Appley of Oxford University. Other team members were Martin Hall also of Oxford, Jeremy Vines, John Evans and Andrew Green of Cambridge University and James Gregson of London Hospital Medical College.

Bill Wahlert, MIT '59, headed the American team, while other skippers were Wally Everett and Dick Cook of Boston University, and even Gary Hinsenberg, MIT '61, Don Nelson, MIT '59, and Roberta Rousman of Colby. The Americans suffered strongly from lack of preparation and a good geographical scattering of possible competitors.

Both winning and losing was taken philosophically, and England's representatives were entertained royally by their American counterparts. Some of them even were able to view the MIT Freshman football game.

TENNIS and SQUASH SHOP

ALL MAKES — ALL PRICES

67A Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
Tel. TR 6-5417

Complete Line of Men's Furnishings

ROGER'S MEN'S SHOP

A. VIRGINIA

1162 Mass. Ave.

Harvard Square

Cambridge, Mass.

University Typewriter Co., Inc.

"Olivetti Letter a 22" Studio 44

REPAIRS — RENTALS

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Smith Corona — Royal — Remington

Herman, Everest, Olympia, Decker

12 Brattle St.

At Harvard Sq.

KI 7-2710

DORMITORY LAUNDERETTES AWAITING YOUR PLEASEURE

personal laundry, sheets, pillowcases, towels, washed and dried for 50c

approximately $15.00 for a full year's laundry

For your convenience coin-operated Maytag Washing Machines and Dryers have been installed in the following dormitories

RUNKLE HALL

MUNROE HALL

BAKER HOUSE

GRADUATE HOUSE

Tables and chairs are provided so you can relax and study while the machines are doing all your laundry

SOAP PROVIDED IN LAUNDRY ROOM

These machines operate on a 25c basis—making it possible to wash and dry 9 lbs. of laundry for 50c

MAYTAG GRAY INC.

60 Albany Street — Cambridge, Massachusetts — UNiversity 4-9760

G. L. FROST CO., INC.
AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING
E. W. PERKINS
31 LANDOWNE STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

CHARLIE-THE-TECH-TAILOR
Established 1918
71 AMHERST STREET — CORNER AMEL
Press Your Suit
Mend Your Clothes
Sew on Buttons
Shoe Repairing
Dry Clean Your Clothing

LAUNDRY SERVICES AVAILABLE
FREE DELIVERY OF DRY CLEANING TO WEST CAMPUS
N.B. HE IS NOTED FOR THE FINEST WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES

EI 4-2066